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Restoration of the Historic St. George Island Ferry Boat Basin
By GeorgeK. Floyd, Chairman
Apalachicola Maritime Museum
(PUBLISHER'S
NOTE: The
following is an extensive "advertorial" advertisement
created and paid for by the Apalachicola Maritime
Museum).
In this article we request you
to evaluate our plans for the Restoration of the historic St. George
Island Ferry Boat Basin (SGIFBB).
On May 9th and 15th we will be
holding open house at the property
at 5 PM to provide citizens the opportunity to meet with the AMM
program operations managers and
have your questions answered and
take note of your suggestions. We
will have a large scale print of the
site master plan and multiple copies
of the 60 page research document
entitled "St. George Island Ferry
Boat Basin Historical Background
and Restoration Plan Narrated
Imagery", agency permits and
engineering studies received thus
far.
These and all other documents
related to the project are available
online at SGLHarbor@AMMFL.
org. The on-line version of the
master site plan shown below is
interactive PDF file where you can
peel back the layers using the filters
corresponding to the legend shown
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Block Island, through Long Island
sound into New York Harbor and
up the Hudson River and past the
Statute of Liberty, then the long
passage down the coast of New
Jersey, into Cape May, and then on
into the Delaware River and a passage through the C&D canal into
the headwaters of the magnificent
Chesapeake Bay and into port at
Annapolis, then on southward with
stops in Georgetown, Charleston,
Savannah, St. Augustine and on
through the Bahamas, the Florida
Keys and then stopping in Key
West before making the three day
passage in storm whipped seas to
arrive into Apalachicola Bay on a
full moon October night. It was on
the following morning where the
SIV Quark then became the S/V
Heritage and thus the flag ship of
the new AMM whose role would be
to help preserve and promote the
maritime heritage ofApalachicola.
Nowranked #4 ofplaces to visit
in Apalachicola by Trip Advisor,
the AMM is treasure of history,
heritage and experiential tourism
that contribute significantly to the
appeal of Franklin and other surrounding counties.
In the most recent twelve
months, 6,000 visitors came
through the doors.
We have
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the mantra that "delays are better
than deficiencies"and "to doit right
or don't do it at all"
It often does take longer to
achieve our objectives than we
anticipated, but we persevere until
we ultimately come through with a
topqualityresult. TheSGIHarbor
renovation project fits very well
with the mission of the AMM in
that it will promote and preserve a
maritime treasure while providing
maximum benefit to the community
by restoring the site as a very functional safe harbor. With education
and enrichment born from the
maritime heritage of the harbor,
the facility will be operated to support youth programs, the launch
and retrieval of oyster boats and
an educational facility run by the
Franklin County Seafood Workers
Association, a destination for the
soon to arrive paddlewheel boat
Jean Mary, charter fishermen and
recreational boaters ranging from
kayaks to off transient cruisers.
Moreover, the design of the new
harbor will provide a safe haven for
vessels seeking refuge from storms
which will utilize the renovated
SGI lighthouse as the range marker
for entry into the harbor from the
ICW thus bringing it back on line
as a functional navigational aid of

belOw m tne upper ierc quauranr
and zoom in to take a closer look
at details. The on-line version of
the site plan is also broken down
16 panels corresponding to the 4x4
grid lines. As in any democracy,
it is important to be informed and
make your voice heard to both us
and the Franklin County Commisstoners.
In the information thatfollows
we trust you will find that we have
invested heavily in our time and
resources to navigate this project
through the stormy seas of acquisition, planning and permitting to
create a very impressive addition to
all ofFranklin County. The contact
information for the commissioners
is at the end of the article. If you
support the harbor restoration as
we have presented it, then you must
follow up to let the commissioners
know where you stand.
If you want this harbor to
become a reality you must contact
the Commissioners of Franklin
County to show your support for
the project.
Many longtime residents
and visitors to St. George Island
remember the days when the ferryboats Sirius and Spica provided
the transportation of automobiles,
people, and products to and from
St. George and Dog Islands. I was
eight years oldin 1965 when the St.
George Island bridge opened and
recall traveling aboard the Sirius
which visited the onceproud harbor
on St. George Island.
I am in my sixties now, having
returned to my ancestral home as
a fifth generation resident of the
community where my great great
grandfather, Samuel Floyd, came
in 1842 from Winthrop Massachusetts to set up operations in
the cotton trade of the antebellum
years and where the home he built
in the 1850s still proudly stands at
the Northeast corner of the only
traffic light in the county. I entered
the United States Army two weeks

after high school graduation and
at the conclusion of my military
service went on to have a successful
career in healthcare management
services until I retired at age 49
and moved back in to my father's
home 11 years ago. Hard work,
determination, faith in God and
a vision of the future has been my
creed. While I could go anywhere
and do anything after retiring, I felt
compelled by a calling to do my best
to perpetuate the proud maritime
traditions which I experienced in
my youth.
The waters of Apalachicola
Bay and river run in my veins and
I am driven to build a new form of
economic opportunity born from
our history and heritage. From the
time I was five years old, I recall
working on the wooden shrimp
boats operated by my maternal
Grandfather, George H. Kirvin,
where I used a wooden mallet and
twisted cotton to seal the seams of
the carvel planked hulls. I worked
in the shucking lines and was
taught at an early age that to work
was a virtue. I was blessed with
enormous success in my working
years and thus embarked upon a
mission to give back.
I founded the Apalachicola
Maritime Museum (AMM) as a
Federally and State registered
501(c)3 Public Charitable Organization in 2007 and selflessly
provided with a significant philanthropic donation of funds to get
things rolling.
Working tirelessly as a volunteer I put in an average of 50
hours per week (roughly 20,000
hours since 2006) in the endeavor
to make these dreams come true.

I receive no compensation from the
AMM or any of its operations. My
only reward is smiles and supportive comments that come visitors
to the AMM, the many supportive
residents and that when I depart
this world for the distant shore
that I will have done my best to
help leave an economy driven by
maritime heritage and history on a
par with the likes ofMystic Seaport,
Port Townsend and other premier
maritime heritage centers around
the world.
In 2007 the first step of the
new museum was to acquire a
dilapidated shrimp and scallop
processing operation located behind the courthouse in downtown
Apalachicola at 103 Water Street
that had been ravaged by the
flood waters of hurricane Dennis
two years earlier. Rotted out and
collapsed docks accompanied by
equipment and flood water borne
debris littered the sight creating
the appearance of an open wound
in the heart of our waterfront community.
At the same time the renovation work started here, we completed the acquisition of a magnificent
58' wooden sailboat whereupon we
departed the New England waters
to trace the route that Samuel Floyd
would have likely taken in 1842.
On the way down the east coast
of the US, we stopped at historic
ports along the way to learn of
their successes in transitions from
seafood harvesting to new maritime trades. These stops included
Woods Hole, Martha's Vineyard,
the whaling port of Nantucket, the
Elizabethan Islands including Cuttyhunk, Newport, Rhode Island,

School where an active wooden
boat building operation that turns
out approximately 20 light craft
each year in an instructor/student
setting. This program received
recognition by the Florida Department of Education in 2014 for work
with the Project Impact after school
program by the incorporation of
Science, Technology, Engineering
and Math (STEM) as one of the
three top programs in the state
and was referred to the national
level for review.
We have developed documentaries on the wood boat building
processes on the AMM YouTube
channel which have received international acclaim with views in
the tens of thousands. We have
another class starting on Monday,
May 1st. Come by and see the
process underway. We are also
in the closing days of a five year
restoration project on the Jean
Mary paddlewheel boat that will
soon arrive into Apalachicola.
Do a googlesearch on Facebook
or YouTube to see the views ofthe
wooden boat building programs,
paddlewheel restoration, paddle
trips and other operations of the
AMM to get a feel for the depth and
breadth of the AMM. The most recent endeavor is the start ofthe only
Boy and Cub Scouting program
in Franklin County. Born from
the troop once led by Larry Hale
and with his guidance and many
other community leaders including
Fonda Davis and the newly elected
sheriff, A J Smith, scoutmaster
and boat builder Nick Cupp, Troop
leader Simon Hodgson, Cub Den
leader Nancy Hodgson and many
others things are off to a good with
meetings occurring every Tuesday
at the former boat basin.
All of this should well document that we do what we say we
are going to do. Things often take
longer and consume more resources
than expected, but we are driven by

aid or radar signature. The new
harbor design provides for plenty
of parking space for all the visitors :
both with and without boat trailers that could well surge beyond
100 with oyster harvesting taking
place at East Hole oyster bar and
summertime recreational and commercial charter boats.
Following acquisition of the
SGI harbor property we began a
major cleanup task of removing
many truckloads of discarded
beer bottles, trash and debris. We
worked with the Florida Forrest
Service to run a proscribed burn to
remove the huge amount offuel that
had accumulated over the years
and thus eliminate the prospect
ofthis parcel from being a path for
a wildfire as was experienced two
weeks ago on the island. In this
regard, we worked with the FFS
chose the timing where rain, wind,
weather and the pre-emergent
spring growth with a minimum
of staffing and risk. The result of
this burn project was to return the
area to a more natural state as one
sees with the burn programs in the
Apalachicola National Forrest.
Moreover it is a beautification
process that is more visually appealing as one comesover the bridge
and onto the island. An elegant
palm lined sidewalk to replace the
broken down blighted look on Bayshore Avenue that greets us as we
come onto the island, a deceleration
offramp to allow traffic flowto come
into the property from the bridge
causeway and an exit moved to Second Street to further avoid adding
traffic to the already high hazard
zone where patrons of Harry Ns
take great risks just going to and
from their cars parked along the
street, a storage barn that will
provide storage ofvessels when not
in use that can reduce the clutter of
Continued on page 2

With this approval we proceeded to expand upon the planning and
boats underneath houses and keep preparation forthe requisite county
them out of the elements, a future
approvals. Duringtheensuingfive
for expanding the youth activities
months we worked to define the
with sailing, paddle sports, row- project scope and submit plans to
ing and sail boarding in safe and
the Franklin County Planning Deprotected waters, and more.
partment. We presented the plan
Concurrent with the cleanup
to the Planning and Zoning with
and fire prevention activities de- all dredge sands to be maintained
scribed above, we worked behind
next to Bayshore Avenue.
The P&Zcommittee requested
t;:.,,.,..,,:v..,,,,,,
that we plan for natural cover..,.s.x.-t'"""""",,,,,,,,,>
ing to the sand mounds and that
Dl'.1>A~."M*,~
a drainage system be installed
to prevent flooding on Bayshore
~~~
Avenue to which we agreed. The
,..•
~~«':>%H..
matter then went before the County
Commission on 10/6/2016 wherein
'~C< __
the project, as amended by P&Z,
were approved unanimously.
t:,~:~~~'
t»I~«~.'''$.:;'l~.s,;;,.~~
From there we quickly moved to
engage the services of Southeast~M"»'
ern Consulting Engineers where,
during the early planning stages
_ i_,•...
.,.>Io.IIf"",,,,,,
.
that onsite work, it was agreed
that a topographical survey of the
the scenes with the Florida Departuplands and submerged land in
ment ofAgriculture and Consumer
the harbor and entrance channel
Services to obtain the confirmation
would be necessary to ensure that
that the project would have no im- the proposed spoil area would be
pact on oyster harvesting in a letter
sufficient to accommodate all of
the dredge sands to be produced.
t~rn,.u:n«.'rr4f
And so it was that another round
of research and planning wherein
we discovered that the amount of
dredge sands would be far larger
~
than originally estimated and
because of the height of the exist$I~,",~~n.llm
ing uplands land at up to six feet
above mean high water, the spoil
would need to be distributed over a
,,~~:..~.
1U.~~"~,
much larger area. As the research
r:~;=~~;t~~=!i!t~~,~;:~I~t!~~~I:~,<!progressed, we our engineering
firm suggested that we evaluate
the Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA) guidelines
dated March 9th 2015 as shown regarding the use of fill in the flood
below. During this process we also zones. We engaged the firm to do
confirmed that the basin would be this utilizing the FEMA provided
limited to a maximum of ten boat software and analytical tools.
slips and no more than ten boats
We received the 67 page re-
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port is February 2016 and were
surprised to find that the FEMA
guidelines required all fill be made
to a minimum height of eight feet
(8') above mean high water based
on the analysis of episodic coastal
erosion and overtopping and wave
run-up produced from the FEMA
CHAMP software. This is approximately l' below the height of
the Franklin boulevard causeway.
The report from the engineers
also provided a more specific estimate on the amount of sand to be
produced by the dredge operation
and the amount ofuplands required
to accommodate that sand at the
FEMA required height that would
need to be surrounded by an 8'
vertical wall. The report included
the drawing below showing the
amount of uplands covered and a
roadway that will allow access to
parking for cars and trailers.
This analysis was incorporated
into an updated master plan shown
earlier. Over the ensuing months
and thus we reviewed this with
the Franklin County planning
department who took the position
this would not be allowed because
fill was not allowed in the Critical
Habitat Zone (CHZ) based on their
evaluation of the criterion. Dan
Garlick of Garlick Environmental
Associates has been the advisor on
this endeavor since the beginning.
Most notably, it was Dan Garlick
who wrote the CHZ ordinance
that was reviewed by the then
County Planner, my father, James
Theodore Floyd, and adopted by
the County Commission in 1985.
It is Dan Garlick's interpretation
that this project most definitely
does meet the criterion of the CHZ
to allow a variance. We later engaged other experts in the matter
who concurred and so we moved
to have the matter reviewed by
the planning process to seek a
Continued on page 5
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.. This would be a much better
plan than to sit here and let more
of that shore line erode and to go
ahead and do something constructive .. something good to it .. now
the question about the oyster boats
coming and going, I have watch
oyster boats all my life, when they
put those oyster boats in the water,
they are going to go to work, catch
their oysters and then go back and
be with their families. It should
be no big deal for an oyster boat :0
take 20 to 30 minutes to load their
stuff out of the boats, trailer their
boats up and get out of there. Mr.
Lockly knows this
that it would
be very seldom that you would more
than 10ofthem putting in and getting out at one time." I urge'y0u to
take the advice of the ordmance
committee that recommended that
you go ahead and pass this. ~here
is no use to have these committees
if you are not going to follow their
recommendations. So I urge you,
as a life time citizen of Franklin
County, to pass this ordinance and
get some good things going here ..~t
going to benefit the boy scouts, ~t,s
going to benefit tOU~IS~,:nd I,ts
going to benefit tourism.
Youre
always going to have a few pe.ople
that are going to try to stop It "'
old man Yeardy once told me IS
the only thing you have to do in
Franklin County is sign you pay
check, everybody else in the county
will take care of your business for
you,and there's always going to be
a hand full that are going to try to
stop the second coming of Chri~t:
Despite these very prominent c~tIzens making profoundly supportive
statements, some members of the
county commission were apparently very much oppose~ to the
project, the reasons for which were
unclear. Why they would have such
total disregard for the approvals
from the Board of adjustment and
Planning and Zoning boards was
Continued on page 6
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very surprising. There was little
discussion by the commission about
the CHZ criterion and rather, the
focus seemed to be on how many
boats would be allowed in the harbor to ensure that there would be
less than 10 as required by Florida
Department of Agriculture and
Consumer Services. The concerns
regarding safety, limited access
and lack of usability during wind
conditions, the accounts of boat
sinking, lack of docks or tie offs,
and the injuries suffered by Shannon Hartsfield the on the existing
causeway ramp were not even acknowledged or spoken ofby the commissioners. The economic benefit
of such a harbor was minimalized.
Since that time the commissioner
Ricky Jones, the commissioner for
St. George Island, was published in
the Apalachicola times as stating
the Marina Plan is "awful" even
though he has never discussed any
complaints with anyone working
on the Plan in meetings of last
year and now refuses to return
calls. The Planning Department
is completely locked in on prohibiting the use of spoil in the CHZ and
opposed to the project even though
the Board of adjustment and Planning and Zoning boards found that
the criterion were met even though
they have authorized and approved
construction of seawalls with fill,
residential boat ramps, and even
residential encroachment in the
CHZ estimated at 60 times in the
last 10 years as recently disclosed
by the Planning Department. Obvious other examples ofallowing fill
in the CHZ are readily apparent at
the St. James Golf Course, between
Yent Bayou and Carrabelle Beach,
Breakaway Marina and others.
Photos of these were presented at
the meeting yet no one wanted to
discuss why these were determined
to meet the CHZ variance criterion

an.Q.;tb.~$q{lyp:qor:p~oject
was not.
W~ati~r¢~ste41hat
the Frankli~~eb~lit~'m'
.. g Department
.": '-~:docu '!'
on of all CHZ
varbes
all"
hich we will
p~61shatSGI..
r@AMMFL.
org 6nc~they' .:.•,'i. eived. . Ar:other very surprtsing antics IS
where county attorney Mike Shuler
has characterized the hearings as
"quasi-Judicial" and thus blocking
access to the commissioners and
invoking legal proceedings when
we do not have a lawyer present.
We have brought no lawyers to the
commission meetings or made any
legal filings.
We are scheduled to come
before the County Commission
again on May 16th. If you wou~d
like to see the old Ferry Boat Basm
be renovated then you must make
your concerns known to the County
Commissioners. In this way we
can bring forth the support from
those unable to attend due to work
or travel commitments.
?

